To Whom It May Concern,

I am pleased to be writing in support of student’s application for the Eagle Intern Fellowship. During the 2017-18 academic year, I served as student’s primary supervisor to her role as an Emerging Leader Program (ELP) Facilitator with the Office of Student Involvement. In my experience, student has proven to be a true servant to others, as seen in her commitments to community building, leadership, and scholarship for the greater good.

Within her capacity as a sophomore facilitator to ELP, student was responsible for facilitating the programmatic experience of our 50 first-year participants, debriefing activities on an intentional level with her color group of ten students, in addition to supporting her them in their general transitional experience to campus and the BC community. Throughout the year, she consistently showed poise, maturity, and general care and concern for all of our participants. Her contributions to the environment were substantial in helping build a large group community of bravery and support for our students both in and out of the classroom. Her ability to facilitate and mediate conversations is exceptionally mature and will absolutely serve her well in all endeavors beyond ELP. I imagine she will be a unique and powerful contribution to her professional ventures with the summer internship.

In regards to leadership, student never shies away from volunteering for projects outside of her anticipated duties, or supporting her students outside of regular hours. She was often found having intentional one-on-ones with her students, or helping her co-facilitators plan activities, though they were not her primary responsibility. Last year we did not have a professional staff in the Director of ELP position, due to staff transitions, which left the experience of the year ambiguous and disorganized at times. Nevertheless, student was always supportive, on task, and never let her students know that there was stress otherwise. She is quite mature, beyond her years, and seeks opportunities that are both formational, educational, and meaningful. She exhibits a sense of drive and direction that is admirable and going to take her places.

Finally, student is a committed academic, studying for her Bachelor’s of Science in Psychology. She has worked in several research studies, including the BC Mind Perception Lab, and the Clinical Research Program at State University Medical Center, committing to bettering the human condition, and ultimately our society at large. Clearly, student values making an impact scholastically but also interpersonally via her co-curricular participation in mentorship and counseling programs. She is a true embodiment of what it means to be a woman for others, in the most holistic sense of the word. I believe she will continue to represent Boston College exceptionally in her internship this summer, and would highly recommend her for the Eagle Intern Fellowship, for us as an institution to give back to her as she has for our community.

It has been a pleasure to work with a person who has so clearly found their purpose in life in sharing her knowledge, stories, and light with others. If you have any questions, I can be reached at email or at 555-555-5555 during work hours.

Best,
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